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1 Overview

This paper will be covering the development and current state of the Quantum Ap-

proximate Optimization Algorithm (QAOA), a promising heuristic algorithm originally

presented by Edward Farhi et al. in 2014 [3]. We will discuss the algorithm itself, its

application to Max-Cut and other combinatorial optimization problems, its connection

to adiabatic quantum computation [5], how it compares to classical methods, how useful

it may be in the future, and recent extensions of the algorithm such as the Quantum

Alternating Operator Ansatz [7].

2 Background

In order to understand and properly motivate QAOA, we need to review some key con-

cepts.

2.1 Adiabatic Quantum Computation

Adiabatic quantum computation (AQC) is a theoretical framework for a quantum com-

puter. A competing paradigm is the circuit model, in which quantum algorithms are
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implemented as circuits composed of quantum gates representing unitary operations. In-

terestingly enough, Edward Farhi, the MIT professor who created QAOA, also was the

first to propose adiabatic quantum computation in 2000 [5].

In AQC we are interested in two entities: the driver Hamiltonian (HD) and the problem

Hamiltonian (HP ). A Hamiltonian represents the energy state of a quantum system. In

AQC, the problem Hamiltonian encodes a quantum state we are interested in (the end

result of some algorithm) as its ground state, and the driver Hamiltonian encodes some

quantum state that is easy to prepare as its ground state. In other words, we start with

a ground state that is easy to prepare (i.e. the ground state of HD) and wish to end up

with the quantum state we are interested in (i.e. the ground state of HP ), which is usually

significantly more difficult to prepare.

This transition is accomplished via the Adiabatic Theorem, which states that a system

in the ground state of some Hamiltonian will remain in the ground state if the Hamiltonian

is changed slowly enough. More formally, we have some s(t), a smooth function on [0, T ]

where s(0) = 0 and s(T ) = 1 known as the schedule. T is a value of time set high enough

for the Adiabatic Theorem to hold. We define the Hamiltonian

H(t) = (1− s(t))HD + s(t)HP

and let our quantum system evolve under it. By the Adiabatic Theorem, given an

appropriate s(t), we will stay in the ground state of this H(t) during the entire interval

[0, T ]. Therefore, we can see that at time t = 0 we are in the ground state of HD and by

time t = T we are in the desired ground state of HP .

Unfortunately, time evolution under this time-dependent Hamiltonian involves a very

messy integral that is hard to evaluate:

U(t) = τ exp {−i
h̄

∫ t

0

H(T )dT}.
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We can mitigate this with the Trotterization technique [9]. We discretize U(T ) into

intervals of ∆t small enough that the Hamiltonian is approximately constant over each

interval. This allows us to use the much cleaner formula for the time-independent Hamil-

tonian. If we let U(b, a) represent time evolution from time a to time b,

U(T, 0) = U(T, T −∆t)U(T −∆t, T − 2∆t) · · ·U(∆t, 0)

=

p∏
j=1

U(j∆t, (j − 1)∆t)

≈
p∏
j=1

e−iH(j∆t)∆t

where the approximation improves as p gets larger (or, equivalently, as ∆t gets smaller)

and we have chosen ∆t to be in units of h̄. Finally, using the approximation ei(A+B)x =

eiAxeiBx+O(x2) and plugging in our Hamiltonian H(j∆t) = (1−s(j∆t))HD+s(j∆t)HP ,

U(T, 0) ≈
p∏
j=1

exp {−i(1− s(j∆t))HD∆t} exp {−is(j∆t)HP∆t}. (1)

Thus we can approximate AQC by repeatedly letting the system evolve under HP for

some small s(j∆t)∆t and then HD for some small (1 − s(j∆t))∆t. We can efficiently

construct the unitaries for these operations as U = e−iαH∆t, where α is some number in

[0,1] that incorporates the scaling due to s(j∆t).

2.2 Combinatorial Optimization

A classical combinatorial optimization problem is the task of finding an optimal object

from a finite set of objects. We can pose the problem in terms of constraints we wish to

satisfy so that the “optimal object” is the one that satisfies the most constraints. Usually

the set of objects is too large to exhaustively search (i.e. the problem is NP-hard), and we

resort to approximating the optimal solution. (Since we will try to do this with QAOA,
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this is where the “Approximate Optimization” in “Quantum Approximate Optimization

Algorithm” comes from.)

Formally, we can define an approximate combinatorial optimization problem as finding

the n-bit string z that approximately satisfies the maximal amount of m constraints Cα,

each of which takes the form

Cα(z) =


1 if z satisfies the constraint

0 otherwise.

.

We wish to find a z that approximately maximizes the objective function

C(z) =
m∑
α=1

Cα(z). (2)

The quantum analogue of this problem defines Ĉ as a diagonal operator on the 2n-

dimensional Hilbert space where each bitstring z is a basis vector |z〉 [3]. Ĉ acts on

|z〉 as follows, where C(z) is as defined in (2):

Ĉ |z〉 = C(z) |z〉 . (3)

Since C(z) is a scalar, we can see that each |z〉 is an eigenstate of Ĉ. If we view Ĉ as a

Hamiltonian (since Ĉ is diagonal, it is Hermitian), the highest energy eigenstate |z〉 is the

solution to the combinatorial optimization problem, as it gives the highest value of C(z).

A well-known example of a combinatorial optimization problem is the Traveling Sales-

man Problem (TSP), which, given a list of cities, the pairwise distances between them,

and the starting city, asks for the shortest path that visits each city exactly once and

returns to the starting city. TSP has global constraints in that we must compute distance

on all the cities in our attempts to find the shortest path. QAOA, as we will see, is well-

suited for problems with local constraints. One such problem is the Max-Cut problem,
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Figure 1: An instance of Max-Cut. The white vertices form one set and the black vertices
form the other, yielding the given maximum partition with 5 crossing edges.

the application given in the original paper and most of the QAOA literature. Given a

graph, Max-Cut attempts to partition the vertices into two sets such that the number of

crossing edges between the sets is maximized. See Figure 1 for an illustration. Formally,

we can label each vertex zi as 1 or -1 to represent which set it belongs to and maximize

C(z) =
1

2

∑
(i,j)∈E

1− zizj

where E is the set of edges. By observing C(z) we can see that the problem has local

constraints because each individual constraint only involves zi and zj.

3 The Algorithm

We can now discuss the steps of the actual algorithm. Because it leverages both classical

and quantum techniques, it is a hybrid quantum-classical algorithm. QAOA leverages

approximate adiabatic quantum computation as discussed in Section 2.1. We want to

get from an eigenstate of the driver Hamiltonian to one of the problem Hamiltonian via

adiabatic evolution. Our problem Hamiltonian is Ĉ as defined in (3), repeated here and
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relabeled as C for convenience:

C |z〉 =
m∑
α=1

Cα(z) |z〉.

Recall that the maximum energy eigenstate of C is the solution to the combinatorial

optimization problem. For our driver Hamiltonian we choose

B =
n∑
j=1

σxj

where σxj is the σx Pauli operator on bit zj. This is known as a “mixing operator” and

has the easily-prepared maximum energy eigenstate

W |0〉 = |+〉1 |+〉2 · · · |+〉n

where W is the Walsh-Hadamard gate on n qubits. Also, we define U(C, γ) = e−iγC and

U(B, β) = e−iβB, which is letting the system evolve under C for some γ amount of time

and under B for some β amount of time respectively.

The Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm.

Step 1. Find angles γ = (γ1, γ2, . . . , γp) and β = (β1, β2, . . . , βp) to maximize the

expression

Fp(γ, β) = 〈γ, β|C |γ, β〉

where |γ, β〉 is a quantum state parameterized by the angles γ and β to be defined in

Step 2. We do this step classically. Since each γi ∈ [0, 2π] and each βi ∈ [0, π], given an

efficient way of calculating Fp(·) we can use a technique like grid search, which discretizes

the range of each γi and βi and evaluates Fp(·) on all possible combinations. Notice that if

|γ, β〉 is an eigenstate of C, 〈γ, β|C |γ, β〉 gives the corresponding eigenvalue. Therefore,
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maximizing Fp(·) corresponds to approximating the highest energy eigenstate of C (the

best we can do with the value of p we choose).

Step 2. We now turn to our quantum computer to prepare the quantum state |s〉 =

|+〉1 |+〉2 · · · |+〉n and compute

|γ, β〉 = U(B, βp)U(C, γp) · · ·U(B, β1)U(C, γ1) |s〉 .

If we compare this with Equation (1), we can see that this is just approximate adiabatic

quantum computation! We begin in an eigenstate of HD and then repeatedly let the

system evolve under C and B, alternating between the two. (Small caveat: since we want

the highest energy eigenstate instead of the lowest energy eigenstate, we substitute −C

for HP and −B for HD in (1).) Our approximation improves as p increases, and as p→∞

we perfectly replicate AQC as we can set ∆t arbitrarily small in our Trotterization.

Step 3. Measure |γ, β〉 in the computational basis to get some bitstring z, and evaluate

C(z).

Step 4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3O(m logm) times (wherem is the number of constraints)

to obtain z such that C(z) ≥ Fp(γ, β) − 1 with high probability (1 − 1/m, to be exact).

Output z as the approximate solution to our combinatorial optimization problem. See [3]

for how Farhi et al. obtained these values.

4 QAOA for Max-Cut

Recall that the classical Max-Cut problem maximizes

C(z) =
1

2

∑
(i,j)∈E

1− zizj
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The quantum analogue is

C =
1

2

∑
(i,j)∈E

I − σzi σzj

because σz has eigenvalues 1 and -1 and qubits zi have state |0〉 or |1〉 to represent which

set the vertex belongs to in the cut. To apply QAOA to Max-Cut we simply pass this C

to QAOA as detailed in Section 3.

Why do local constraints help us? Recall that

Fp(γ, β) = 〈γ, β|C |γ, β〉 = 〈γ, β|
∑
<ij>

C<ij> |γ, β〉 =
∑
<ij>

〈γ, β|C<ij> |γ, β〉.

Consider the case where p = 1. If we plug in our formula for |γ, β〉, each term in the

summation is of the form

〈s|U †(C, γ1)U †(B, β1)C<ij>U(B, β1)U(C, γ1) |s〉.

Since U(B, β1) = e−iβ1B = e−iβ1
∑

j σ
x
j and C<ij> only involves qubits i and j, any σx that

does not involve qubits i or j commutes through C<ij> and we are left with

〈s|U †(C, γ1)eiβ1(σx
i +σx

j )C<ij>e
−iβ1(σx

i +σx
j )U(C, γ1) |s〉.

Similarly, terms in U(C, γ1) that do not depend on qubits i or j will commute through

and cancel out. Our final expression, then, only involves qubits on edge < ij > and

edges adjacent to < ij >. For general p we can use a similar argument to show that the

final expression only depends on qubits at most p edges away from edge < ij >. Thus

our Fp(γ, β) calculation only depends on p and does not grow with number of qubits n,

allowing us to efficiently find γ and β with classical methods for Step 1 of the algorithm.
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5 Key Results and Comparison with Classical Meth-

ods

The key result found in [3] was that QAOA with p = 1 achieves an approximation ratio of

0.6924 when performing Max-Cut on 3-regular graphs (in which every vertex has degree

3). The approximation ratio here is C(z)/Cmax, where z is the output of QAOA and

Cmax = maxz C(z). Does this outperform the best classical algorithm? Unfortunately it

does not. In 2002 Halperin et al. achieved a significantly better approximation ratio of

0.9326 with a semidefinite programming based approach [8]. There may still be specific

instances of 3-regular graphs on which QAOA outperforms its classical counterparts,

however.

Since QAOA was not the best algorithm for Max-Cut, Farhi looked for a combinatorial

optimization problem on which it would be. He settled on the Max-3-XOR problem, in

which we want to find the n-bitstring z that satisfies the maximal amount of m clauses

of the form

zi + zj + zk = c mod 2

where c ∈ {0, 1}. In 2014 he succeeded in improving upon the best-known classical result

by showing that QAOA with p = 1 could satisfy at least

(
1

2
+
O(1)

d3/4

)
m

clauses, where d is the maximum number of clauses a single variable is allowed to appear in

[4]. In response, in 2015 a team of some of the best classical theorists in the world including

Berkeley’s own Luca Trevisan and Prasad Raghavendra found a classical algorithm that

satisfied at least (
1

2
+
O(1)

d1/2

)
m

clauses [1]. Furthermore, in 2001 Trevisan had showed that achieving a better approxi-
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mation ratio than this is NP-hard [10]. Farhi soon after improved his analysis to show

that QAOA with p = 1 satisfied

(
1

2
+
O(1)

d1/2 ln(d)

)
m

clauses, but he was not able to match the classical result.

6 Utility of QAOA

Despite being thus far unable to improve upon classical results, will QAOA be a useful

algorithm on the Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) computers of the near future?

After benchmarking QAOA, Gavin Crooks from Rigetti Computing is optimistic that it

will be [2]. Crooks used a quantum virtual machine (classical simulation of a quantum

computer) to run QAOA on instances of Max-Cut with randomly generated graphs with

10 vertices. He optimized the gate parameters γ and β with stochastic gradient descent

and compared QAOA with the Goemans-Williamson algorithm, a widely used polynomial-

time classical algorithm for approximately solving Max-Cut. The results are in Figure 2, in

which we can see that QAOA with p = 5 matches Goemans-Williamson’s approximation

ratio of about 0.94 and that QAOA with higher p values clearly outperforms Goemans-

Williamson, approaching a perfect ratio of 1.0. Crooks also details how to construct the

QAOA circuit for a linear array of n qubits with only O(n2p) gates, a feasible circuit size

for NISQ computers.

Guerreschi and Matsuura from Intel are more pessimistic about QAOA [6]. Instead

of focusing on the quality of the approximation like [2], they analyzed how soon we can

expect a quantum speedup (i.e. at what number of qubits, if any, will QAOA take less

time to solve Max-Cut than a classical solver). Their measure of time taken by QAOA is

comprehensive of all tasks required to run QAOA from start to finish on an actual quantum

device, including preparing the initial state, error correcting, repeating the experiment a
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Figure 2: Average approximation ratio of QAOA with various values of p on Max-Cut
with 10-vertex graphs.

sufficient amount of times, etc. They ran their experiments on a quantum virtual machine

and extrapolated the data to conclude that we will need hundreds if not thousands of

qubits to see a quantum speedup with QAOA (see Figure 3), which will be difficult to

achieve in the near future.

The results from both papers are, of course, limited and largely speculative, as classical

simulation of QAOA is only feasible on small graphs like the ones analyzed. We will only

be able to test the validity of their conjectures after significant progress on NISQ devices.

7 Extension of QAOA: Quantum Alternating Oper-

ator Ansatz

As detailed in Section 3, the QAOA begins with the |+ + · · ·+〉 starting state and applies

alternating unitaries U(C, γ) = e−iγC and U(B, β) = e−iβB, where B and C are the driver

and problem Hamiltonians respectively. Hadfield et al. extend this to allow alternation

between more general families of unitaries (i.e. not restricted to the form e−iγH or depen-

dent on a Hamiltonian) [7]. With the Quantum Alternating Operator Ansatz framework
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Figure 3: Computational time taken by QAOA (extrapolated from experiments on 8-
20 qubits) versus time taken by AKMAXSAT (the chosen classical Max-Cut solver) to
solve a single Max-Cut instance on a random 3-regular graph. The shaded areas are 95%
confidence intervals based on linear regression. Quantum speedup is predicted to occur
at the intersection of the AKMAXSAT line and the QAOA lines.

(which we call QAOA2 for clarity), we begin in some starting state |s〉 and alternate be-

tween phase-separation operators UP (γ) and mixing operators UM(β). Thus running the

QAOA2 algorithm with some p (the number of times we apply the unitaries, as in regular

QAOA) gives us the state

|β, γ〉 = Qp(β, γ) |s〉

where

Qp(β, γ) = UM(βp)UP (γp) . . . UM(β1)UP (γ1).

QAOA2 is a powerful generalization that allows us to, for instance, restrict the mixing

operator to the feasible subspace of the problem and thereby allow better performance.

The paper gives the appropriate UP (γ) and UM(β) for approximately solving a variety

of problems including MaxColorableGraph, MaxIndependentSet, and the Traveling Sales-

man Problem. QAOA2 extends the power of QAOA and is a promising candidate for

solving tough problems heuristically as we enter the NISQ era.
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8 Conclusion

In this paper we have summarized the Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm as

originally presented as well as some more recent work on the subject. We broke down the

algorithm and how it involves both quantum and classical techniques. We demonstrated

how QAOA can be thought of as a discretization of adiabatic quantum computing. We

described the type of problem QAOA is well-suited for as a heuristic algorithm, and

how we can extend the types of problems we can tackle using the Quantum Alternating

Operator Ansatz. We went over important theoretical results for both QAOA and its

classical counterparts. Finally we discussed some conflicting predictions for how QAOA

will perform on future NISQ devices in terms of quality of approximation and quantum

speedup. All things considered, QAOA is a leading candidate for eventually being able to

outperform classical computers in approximating solutions to NP-hard problems in areas

as diverse as routing, machine scheduling, image recognition, and layout of electronic

circuits [6].
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